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LiNCTM Panel Wins Third Innovation Award 

Amphenol’s patent-pending LiNC Solution offers a revolutionary rapid-deployment multi-fiber 
end-to-end solution. It can easily lower fiber congestion while eliminating the need to store 
extra trunk cables or figure out slack storage solutions in head ends, data centers and similar 
environments.  

November 6, 2023, Wallingford, CT – Amphenol Broadband Solutions (ABS) announced today that its LiNC Panel 
was recently honored with its third award for innovative features, changing the game in fiber management. 

We are honored to have received the Network Innovator’s Award from ISE in Network System and Architecture, as 
well as the Cabling Innovators Award as a Gold Honoree in innovation. Most recently, LiNC was awarded the 2023 
Diamond Technology Reviews Award from Broadband Technology Report.  

The patent pending LiNC panel is a unique solution for networks because it offers rapid deployment of fiber cable, 
without the need to store slack cable or excess cable lengths. According to the panel at BTR, “Flexibility is one of 
the key benefits of Amphenol’s LiNC™ -Lightguide Interconnect Network Chassis.” The design of the LiNC panel 
features up to four trunk spools with up to 200 ft. of fiber cable, removing the hassle for installers as they can pay 
out the exact length of cable needed. As it eliminates the need for pre-engineered fiber cable lengths and slack 
storage, LiNC is also cost-effective. 
 
One of the standout features of the LiNC Panel is the impressive density it yields. LiNC can support up to 96 LC 
connectors per RU. Whether you are working in a data center, central office, headend or another location, the 
LiNC panel has its place. With multiple configurations available, including near-end or far-end only solutions, the 
flexibility and scalability of LiNC is limitless. With the LiNC Panel from Amphenol, managing your network has never 
been easier! 

More information on LiNC is available on the company’s website. 

About Amphenol Broadband Solutions 
Amphenol Broadband Solutions (ABS) provides innovative technologies to the world's Broadband Service 
Providers. Supplying optical equipment, coaxial cable, wireless gear, premises hardware and more, Amphenol is 
uniquely positioned to provide network solutions from head-end to premises across the entire spectrum of 
broadband network topologies; wireless, copper, fiber and satellite. ABS – providing everything you need to 
complete your world-class broadband network. www.amphenolbroadband.com  
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